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Abstract: As the scale of onshore wind farms are increasing, the influence of wake behavior on power

production becomes increasingly significant. Wind turbines sittings in onshore wind farms should take

terrain into consideration including height change and slope curvature. However, optimized wind

turbine (WT) placement for onshore wind farms considering both topographic amplitude and wake

interaction is realistic. In this paper, an approach for optimized placement of onshore wind farms

considering the topography as well as the wake effect is proposed. Based on minimizing the levelized

production cost (LPC), the placement of WTs was optimized considering topography and the effect of

this on WTs interactions. The results indicated that the proposed method was effective for finding

the optimized layout for uneven onshore wind farms. The optimization method is applicable for

optimized placement of onshore wind farms and can be extended to different topographic conditions.

Keywords: optimized placement; onshore wind farm; levelized production cost (LPC); wake effect,

topographic heights and slopes; particle swarm optimization (PSO)

1. Introduction

With the high recent demand for clean energy, wind energy has become increasingly important

because of its many advantages, such as environmental friendliness, safety, and also high utilization.

According to the Global Wind Energy Council (GWEC) 2018, the worldwide newly installed capacity

of wind energy will exceed 60 GW in 2020, distributed over about 100 countries, and it is estimated

that the globally installed wind energy capacity will exceed 800 GW [1].

The wake effect is a phenomenon where the wind turbine (WT) draws energy from the wind and

forms a wake where the wind velocity of downstream WT is reduced [2]. If the downstream WT is

in the wake, the wind speed of the downstream WT is lower than the wind speed of the upstream

WT and the wake effect causes an uneven distribution of wind power and a decline in production.

The wake effect results in energy losses which reduce the annual energy production by about 10–15%,

causing great financial losses to wind farm owners [3]. Due to the gradually advanced wind power

technology, more and more large-scale wind farms have been built and the wake losses have become

more evident at the same time. This also affects the WTs control strategy and operating reserve [4,5].

To estimate the wind velocity arriving at the downstream WT through the upstream WT, there are

several popular and accurate wake models nowadays [6]. Among them, the Jensen model is based on

momentum conservation theory and proposes that wake flow should be assumed to expand linearly

after downstream WTs [7]. A two-dimensional parabolic model and a semi-analytical wake model

were proposed by Ainslie [8] and Larsen [9], respectively. For the sake of precision, computational
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fluid dynamics (CFD) technology considering dynamic wake behavior is an optional approach to

estimate the wake effect for more accurate results [10].

One of the main factors in determining the placement of wind turbines within a wind farm is

the wake effect among WTs. The problem of wind farm layout optimization is to minimize the wake

losses as well as keeping down construction costs by optimizing the location of the WT. In 1994,

Mosetti et al. [11] completed the first true wind farm layout optimization using genetic algorithms.

After that, References [12,13] proved the superiority of their respective method to get more power

production or to reduce optimization time compared with the first trial. Due to the small impact of the

offshore wind farm on the environment and the rich wind resources, some wind farm optimization

efforts are imposed on offshore wind farms [14–16]. For example, the land carrying capacity, WT hub

height, seabed conditions and many other practical aspects are considered for WT placement in a wind

farm [14]. In Reference [15], the WT sittings of a wind farm are optimized aimed at minimal LPC

within spare spacings. Similarly, wind farm layout optimization in Reference [16] takes restricted areas

into account. There are restrictions on the shape of wind farms such as natural gas pipelines and oil

wells. Because of excessive investment, climate limitations, and maintenance difficulties of offshore

wind farms compared to onshore wind farms, onshore wind farms are also attracting increasing

attention from wind power companies. Therefore, onshore wind farm owners need to evaluate wake

effects based on the influence of topographic height due to uneven terrain conditions. There are some

researches related to the topography of wind farms. A comprehensive study about some wake models

with constant or variable turbine hub heights is presented in Reference [17], but it does not discuss

the layout optimization. After that, a detailed analysis and optimization of hub height of WTs can be

seen in Reference [18]. For reducing the wake effect, a detailed analysis of adjustment of hub height is

carried out, and the optimization for variable hub heights between upstream WTs and downstream

WTs also can be found. However, the optimization work in Reference [18] is aimed at the hub height

adjustment considering the friction of the ground, etc., rather than the influence of natural topographic

conditions on the layout. More importantly, the only optimization parameter is the hub height, not the

locations of WTs. In previous research works, some did not carry out optimization work, and some

optimization work mainly focused on other variables such as the hub height, rather than the problem

of optimizing WT layout. In addition, studies about the terrain issue of wind farms are also reflected

in References [19,20], both of which use CFD techniques to evaluate the wake effect of wind farms.

Although this fluid dynamics approach will make the results more accurate in the case of terrain,

the calculation process for CFD takes too much time and is not as convenient for the next step of

optimization as the analytical wake model [10].

The typical feature of onshore wind farms compared to offshore wind farms is the terrain issue.

This paper proposes an optimization methodology for three-dimensional onshore wind farms to find

the optimized WTs placement. It extends existing work by focusing on variations in topography of the

ground above sea level, and the effect of this on WT interactions. Then the developed model is used to

optimize the LPC compared with a reference layout wind farm. And it is a meaningful contribution

to optimize the WTs layout as an optimization parameter for three-dimensional onshore wind farms

considering topography combined with wake effect.

In this paper, topographic height refers to topography above sea level. The mathematical equations

for wake model and energy model considering topography are specified in Section 2. The objective is

presented in Section 3. In Section 4, the theory and method of the evolution algorithm PSO for the

non-linear problem and the optimization framework are discussed. Simulation results and analysis are

presented in Section 5. Finally, the conclusion is given in Section 6.

2. System Models

In this section, the Jensen wake model is adopted to propose a wake model which takes wake

effect and topography into consideration for onshore wind farms. After that, the energy model of

onshore wind farms is presented.
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2.1. Wake Model

The Jensen wake model is a commonly used analytical wake model and it is here chosen as the

basis of the development of 3D wake model due to its effectiveness and simplicity. The wind velocity

of the x-th downstream WT caused by one upstream WT is calculated as [21]:

Vx = V0 −V0(1−
√

1−CT)
(

R0

Rx

)2
(

Soverlap

S0

)

(1)

where CT is a thrust coefficient for the WT, V0 is the initial velocity at upstream WT, and Soverlap is

the actual overlap area between wake area and downstream blade sweeping area S0. Then Rx is the

wake radius generated by linear expansion of WT radius R0 with the distance x between upstream and

downstream WT.

Rx = R0 + kx (2)

where k is the wake decay constant valued 0.07 for onshore wind farms [22].

2.2. Combination of Wake

There is a phenomenon called wake combination where one downstream WT is not only affected

by one upstream WTs in the wind farm. The method to estimate the problem has been proposed

by Katic et al. [6] using the sum of squares of velocity deficits. Then, the wind velocity at the x-th

downstream WT caused by N WTs can be calculated as:

Vy = V



















1−

√

√

√

√ N
∑

y=1

[

1−
(

Vx

V0

)]



















(3)

2.3. Wind Shear

Wind shear can be explained that the wind velocity changes with heights [22]. With increased

height, wind velocity increases in the near-surface layer. This effect should be considered when the

onshore wind farm is built on uneven terrain. The equation of the updated wind velocity is shown as:

Vxy = V0

ln
( zxy

h0

)

ln
( zre f

h0

) (4)

where zxy is the actual height, and zref shows the reference height, and h0 is the surface roughness.

2.4. Wake Model for Different Topographic Heights

When the WTs are on flat ground, the center of the wake area generated by the wake effect of

the upstream WT will be on the same level as the center of the downstream blade swept area of the

downstream one. The wake flow generated by the upstream WT imposed on the downstream one

is shown as a circle consisting of purple and red in Figure 1. However, when there is a difference in

topography, the center of the blade swept area will be shifted upward by the same distance as the

height difference between the upstream and downstream WTs, as shown by the blue and red circles

in the Figure 1. The shift makes the distance between the centers of the swept areas more separate

and then the area of overlap of the downstream rotor’s swept area with the upstream rotor’s wake

is decreased.
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Figure 1. Wake effect between wind turbines (WTs) on a slope.

If the onshore wind farm is constructed in a zone with different heights, the wind velocity at the

downstream WT is affected by

(1) the wind shear effect

As Equation (4) shows, the wind speed will increase slightly with the elevation of the air.

(2) the wake effect from upstream wind turbines

And the wake effect from upstream wind turbines needs to take the relative topographical

difference into account as the wake is modelled as a (truncated) cone in three dimensions, subjecting to

wind direction and other turbines.

The wind direction is facing the wind turbine in the case of Figure 1, and if the wind direction

changes, the description and corresponding model will be as presented below.

The downstream WT in different topographic height are affected partially by the wake generated

by the upstream WT. If both the upstream and the downstream WT are at the same topographic height,

which means the circle centers are also at the same height, the wake effect area is unchanged. If the

WTs are not at the same topographic height then there are two cases, where the affected wake area will

be reduced because of the different height of topography Lh as illustrated in Figure 2a,b.
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Figure 2. Wake model considering topographical difference. (a) Downstream WT is higher. (b) Downstream

WT is lower.
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In this model, the two cases corresponding to Figure 2 need to be analyzed in details as illustrated

in Figure 3. The extra circles are used for expressing the state of moving up and down, left and right in

Figure 3. The solid circle represents the wake area of the upstream WT in the downstream moving left

and right, and the dotted circle represents the changes in height of the wake area moving up and down

based on the solid circle. If the WTs are at the same height, a two-dimensional model will be chosen to

calculate the power production of onshore wind farms as shown in Figure 3a. The vertical z–x plane

portion of Figure 3b is the same as that of Figure 3a. Only the z–x plane is selected for illustration and

analysis to make it more intuitive, where the z-axis represents translation in the z-direction due to

changes in terrain height. Hence, the blue line Lmn is the interval between the center of the upstream

WT and the downstream one. The overlapping areas are indicated as the shaded area as Overlap.

The blue quadrangle area is denoted as Sq. While the new version of 3D wake model by taking the

topographic height difference’s impact on the wake area into consideration, the related analyses are

shown in Figure 3b.

 

μ λ

2 '
0

0 ,
0

1 1 1
   
          

 

β λ β − λ

Wind 
direction

β

λ 

β´ 

γ 

V0
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（b）

Figure 3. Overlapped wake area analysis. (a) WTs in the same topographic height presented in

three-dimensional coordinates z-x-y. (b) WTs in the different topographic heights presented in vertical

coordinate z-x.
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The 2D wake model is shown in Figure 3a while Figure 3b dotted circles refer to the proposed

model. When the wake area generated by the upstream WT is as shown in the solid circle on the right

side of Figure 3a, some equations can be derived as Equations (5)–(15).

Lmn =

√

(xn − xm)
2 + (yn − ym)

2 (5)

Lh = OnOn
′ = dy · sinα (6)

dmn =

√

(

Lmn

∣

∣

∣sin(β+ λ)
∣

∣

∣

)2
+ (Lh)

2 (7)

Rn = Rm + kLmn

∣

∣

∣cos(β+ λ)
∣

∣

∣ (8)

µ = 2 cos−1 Rn
2 + dmn

2 −Rm
2

2Rndmn
(9)

γ = 2 cos−1 Rm
2 + dmn

2 −Rn
2

2Rmdmn
(10)

hmn = 2Rm

∣

∣

∣sin(µ/2)
∣

∣

∣ (11)

Sm = γ
Rm

2

2
(12)

Sn = µ
R2

n

2
(13)

Sq =
hmndmn

2
(14)

Soverlap = Sm + Sn − Sq (15)

The Lmn is the distance between upstream and downstream WTs, and the dy is the y-axis optimized

distance among WTs. The wind speed at row x, column y can be calculated as Equation (16).

The overlapping area Soverlap is calculated by the area of the sector circle with a radius of Rm and a

chord angle of µ plus the area of the sector circle with a radius of Rn and a chord angle of λ, then minus

the rectangular area of the blue side in the Figure 3. All geometrical other variables are defined in

Figure 3a,b.

So, the Soverlap of Equation (1) should be adjusted as given by the above calculations:

Vx = V0















1−
(

1−
√

1−CT,mn

)

(

R0

Rx

)2














S′
overlap

S0





























(16)

When the wake area is located on the other side in Figure 3a, the corresponding formula can be

obtained by changing all (β + λ) to (β − λ) without changing other parts. It is worth noting that wake

analyses above are steady-state cases and the wake center moves up and down and left and right

during operation, but it averages around a certain position. However, the overlap will change with the

wind direction.

In Figure 4, the location of the downstream WT is indicated by the dotted circle. The solid, red dot

represents the center of the solid circle, and the solid circle is the wake area generated by the upstream

WT. The solid, blue dot represents the center of the dotted circle and the dotted circle is the downstream

WT blade sweeping area. The wake effect will be receded gradually if the downwind WT is moving

from position (a) to (c). The mathematical criterion reference for three conditions of overlap area is

shown in Table 1.
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Figure 4. Three conditions in wake effect.

Table 1. Judgement criteria.

Classification Name Condition Formula

(A) Full overlap 0 ≤ dmn ≤ Rm −Rn (1)–(3)
(B) Partial overlap Rm −Rn ≤ dmn ≤ Rm + Rn (5)–(16)
(C) Non-overlap dmn ≥ Rm + Rn Vn = Vo

2.5. Energy Model

In this paper, the power production of each WT is calculated by assuming a maximum power

point tracking (MPPT) control strategy [23]. The power production of at the m-th row, the n-th column

WT can be expressed using the power coefficient Cp,opt obtained from the blade pitch angle β′ and the

tip speed ratio λopt [24,25] based on MPPT:

Pmn = 0.5Cp,opt(β
′,λopt)ρπR2V3

y (17)

where ρ is the air density. The total power production from Nmax WTs can be given as:

Ptol =

Nmax
∑

N=1

PN (18)

2.6. Cost Model

Due to the cost of electrical systems, typically the investment of wind farms is large. Reducing the

investment while guaranteeing energy generation are a two-pronged approach. The mathematical

models to estimate the cost of WTs placement design is presented. Among them, the capital investment,

operating, and maintenance costs are considered in the total discounted costs during the economic

lifetime. Inside, the capital investment can be obtained from the cable cost as follows [26]:

Cn = Ap + Bp exp

(

CpSn

108

)2

(19)

Sn =
√

3IratedUrated (20)
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CAPT =
N
∑

n

CnLn = CAPT

(

Lx, Ly

)

(21)

where Ap, Bp, and Cp are cost constants. The Sn, Urated, and Irated indicate the rated power, the rated

voltage and the rated current of the cable respectively. The Cp is unit cost of cable p, while Ln is the

length of cable n. The levelized production cost is adopted for the objective function, which contains

the total discounted cost and the total discounted energy production. The mathematical equations of

LPC for the onshore wind farm are formulated in [27].

C0 =

NY
∑

T=1

CAPT(1 + r)−t (22)

LPC =

















C0

(

Lx, Ly

)

r(1 + r)Nt

(1 + r)Nt − 1
+ OAMt

















1

Etol

(

Lx, Ly

) (23)

r =
1 + v

1 + i
− 1 (24)

where Eout is the average annual energy production generated by the onshore wind farm. The C0 is the

total investment and is assumed to be made in the first year and paid off during the economic cycle,

which relates to the bank interest rate v and the inflation rate i. The Nt is the economic cycle and OAMt

indicate the operation and maintenance cost every year.

3. Method for Calculation and Selected Objective Function

A matrix method and its framework are presented to estimate the onshore wind farm (WF) terrain

height for calculating the energy production. The objective function is shown in this section.

3.1. Matrix Presentation of Topographical Data

The topographical data for the optimization problem is stored in a matrix as shown in Figure 5.
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The WTs are arranged in a square grid, so there is a WT in each square in the figure. The matrix

holds topographical data at the base of each WT in the grid, as a ratio of the distance between adjacent

WTs, so the right-hand matrix in the picture shows an increase of elevation with a α degree slope.

Blue lines in the figure indicate cables used to connect the WTs.

This is called matrix H, which allows us to write topographical differences between the m-th row,

the n-th column WT and the i-th row, the j-th column WT as follows:

Lh =
[∣

∣

∣H(m, n) −H(i, j)
∣

∣

∣

]

dy sinα (25)

In fact, the height difference for topography is considered and the wind speed changes because of

the wind shear effect. Besides, wake area is changed due to the height difference. It is assumed that the

pressure gradient and streamline distortion are not considered here, but the related research can refer

to [28]. Thus, the following wake speeds can be obtained:

Vmn(Lh) = V0,i j

















√

√

√

1−
n

∑

i=1

m
∑

j=1













1−
(

Vi j(Lh)

V0,i j

)(

Sol,i j

S0

)2


























(26)

3.2. Energy Calculation Framework and Objective Function

The power production for a wind farm considering topography can be estimated by the matrix

method using the framework shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Framework for calculating the power production.

The wind farm is divided into a series of small grids, which indicate there is one WT and binary

matrix will be used to help identify the interval among WTs. Then, the topographic matrix will help to

decide what the corresponding situation is at this moment. If two WTs are not at the same terrain,

the 3D wake model will be used to evaluate the wake losses within different topographic heights;

otherwise the wake losses will be calculated using the 2D model.

The distances of the WTs Lx and Ly are related to the length and the types of each cable,

which determine the cable investment C0. The cable types will be described in the case section. Due to

the wake effect, the annual energy production Etol depends on the wind velocity, which is affected by
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Lx and Ly. Changing Lx and Ly will change both C0 and Etol. So, the Lx and Ly are chosen to be the

changing variables of the optimization problem. The objective function can be written as:

min
{

LPC
(

Lx, Ly

)}

(27)

min































C0

(

Lx, Ly

)

r(1 + r)Ny

(1 + r)Ny − 1
+ OAMt

















1

Etol

(

Lx, Ly

)















(28)

Lx = [Lx,1, Lx,2, · · · , Lx,i], i ∈ [1, N_row− 1] (29)

Ly =
[

Ly,1, Ly,2, · · · , Ly, j

]

, j ∈ [1, N_col− 1] (30)

Constraint : 8R ≤ Lx ≤ 40R, 8R ≤ Ly ≤ 40R (31)

4. Optimization Method

The main factors for the relative placement of WTs in onshore wind farms are the topography and

the wake effect between them. The difference in topography and the combination of wake effects affect

the other WTs and evaluation of the wake effect considering topography contains a series nonlinear

equations and constraints. Besides, the heuristic optimization algorithm is a good choice for the

solution of this time-consuming non-convex issue. Therefore, the PSO algorithm is chosen in this paper.

The theory is introduced and the optimization procedure is given in the following.

4.1. PSO

Particle Swarm optimization (PSO), which has good performance for solving nonlinear and

non-convex problems was proposed by Eberhart and Kennedy in 1995 [29]. Its basic concept comes

from the study of foraging behavior of flocks. The feasible solution of each optimization problem can

be imagined as a point in the PSO search space, called a particle, and all particles have a fitness value

that is determined by the objective function. Each particle has a velocity to determine the direction

and the distance it will fly. Velocity and position of each particle will be updated according to their

fitness function until the maximum number of iterations is reached. After several iterations, a final

stable value should be found, which is called the global optimal solution. The PSO can be modified if

needed for different computer configurations and computing needs. Then, the updating velocity vi

and position xi for particles can be updated as [30]:

vi+1 = wvi + c1rand(pi − xi) + c2rand(gi − xi) (32)

xi+1 = xi + vi (33)

where w is the coefficient of maintaining the original velocity. If w is larger, the algorithm has a stronger

global searching ability while a smaller one improves the local searching ability [31]. c1 and c2 are

the weight coefficient, normally set to 2. pi and gi is the local optimal solution and the global optimal

solution, respectively. Rand is random number in the (0,1) interval.

4.2. Onshore Wind Farm Placement Optimization

The distance between adjacent WTs of the entire WF is set to be non-uniform. The simulation

procedure to optimize the placement of onshore wind farms by PSO is shown in Figure 7.

First, the population is initialized randomly and fitness value of each individual in the population is

calculated according to the objective function. Then, a new particle position replaces the previous one

and the position will be updated to find the next fitness value repeatedly until the maximum iterations

are reached. At that point, Lx and Ly from the optimal outcome will be presented.
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Figure 7. Flowchart for wind farm layout optimization using particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm.

5. Results and Discussion

The simulation is implemented on the Matlab R2014a platform (The MathWorks, Inc, Natick, MA,

USA). Two test simulations are adopted to verify the feasibility of the proposed model and to find the

optimized placement of the onshore wind farm with different topography using the PSO algorithm.

5.1. Case I: Optimized Placement on a Slope

The reference wind farm with 800 MW installed capacity is assumed in the study case [32,33].

In the first simulation case, the wind farm is assumed to be with 10 rows and 8 columns as shown in

Figure 5. The WTs (DTU 10 MW WT) are chosen as the reference WTs for an example. In fact, switching

to other reference WTs gives the same way for optimization. The parameters of the 10 MW WT are

listed in Table 2 [34]. It is worthy noted that the input data of wind speed and wind direction for all

cases are obtained from the Norwegian Meteorological Institute and the wind condition is formulated

into a wind rose for illustration in Figure 8 [35]. The optimization can be carried out according to

different wind conditions considering wind speed and its wind direction. Other factors such as the law

are ignored.

Table 2. Parameters of 10 MW WT.

Parameter 10 MW DTU WT

Rated wind velocity 11.4 m/s
Cut-in wind velocity 4 m/s

Cut-out wind velocity 25 m/s
Rotor radius 89 m
Hub height 119 m

Rated power 10 MW

As shown in Figure 5, the onshore wind farm is assumed to be sited on a steadily rising slope of 2◦

in this case. The number indicates that there is a WT in the location of the figure, and the value of one

number indicates the total height of the WT. The distance between WTs will be used as the parameters

to be optimized.
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Figure 8. Wind condition for cases.
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 Figure 9. Layout comparison of Case I.
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Table 3. Comparison between optimized result of flat ground and slope.

Name 7D Layout
Optimized Layout on

Flat Ground
Optimized Sparse

Layout on Uneven Flat

Lx (m) 1248

1029.22 1743.15
895.85 834.51

1131.78 908.81
883.22 739.31
898.93 971.44
814.68 789.48
800.33 679.43
838.50 756.43
714.39 576.63

Ly (m) 1248 700.21 700.02

Annual energy production (GWh) 4577.55 4164.30 4629.65

Annual energy production without
considering wake effect (GWh)

4865.51 4559.28 4978.95

Percentage of wake losses (%) 5.92% 8.67% 7.01%

Cable cost (MDKK) 935.60 843.31 841.11

LPC (DKK/MWh) 204.39 202.51 181.68

 

 

 

Figure 10. Fitness values of Case I change with iterations.

According to the Table 3, no matter what kind of case is chosen, the losses caused by the wake effect

reach a non-negligible proportion which were about 8.67% and 7.01% of the total energy production.

The smaller percentage of wake loss in the 7D standard layout was due to the overall layout being

sloppier than the latter two. It can also be seen in Figure 9 that the occupied area of optimized one

on uneven condition is smaller than the other ones. In terms of power production considering wake

effect, the optimization results on the slope increased by 11.17% compared with the optimized result

on the flat ground and also larger than the standard one. There are two main reasons for this increase:

one is that the overall height increased due to the wind shear effect, and the other is that the wake

area between the different WTs was relatively reduced due to the height difference. Besides, the LPC

was reduced by 11.11% and 10.29% compared with the standard one and the optimized one on flat

ground. It is worth noting that the LPC optimized results only represent the same cost model with
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the optimized results on the ground. For an onshore wind farm that is actually on a non-flat ground,

if the layout optimization is performed according to the situation of the flat ground as usual, this

will produce an error that cannot be ignored according to Table 3. And the onshore wind farms are

often not designed to be flat or actually have a slope but are considered flat due to economic or policy

factors. So, it is absolutely necessary to consider the layout optimization for the topographical changes.

If the onshore wind farm is designed in a certain slope area after such layout optimization, it can be

completely considered because it does not show obvious disadvantages from the perspective of power

production. Further, the influence of the terrain also contains other factors such as pressure gradient,

more accurate and more complex wake model can be chosen for evaluation [28]. This paper is the first

one to explore the concept of this work and more complicated models are not being used since the

Jenson model is simple to calculate [7].

5.2. Case II: Optimized Placement on a Hill

In this case study, the reference layout was assumed to be located on a small hill where the slope

first rises and then drops as shown in Figure 11. Both the uphill and downhill slope angles αwere 2

degrees. The fitness value changing with iteration are shown in Figure 12, and the case results were

compared with the standard one and also the optimized layout on the flat ground to illustrate the need

for this consideration and the difference in layout in Table 4. Also, the layouts are given in Figure 13.
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Figure 11. Case II wind farm placement.

Compared with Case I, the power production of Case II decreased because the wind farm is

assumed on a hill where almost half the number of WTs is at a lower terrain, which makes the wind

velocity lower due to the shear effect. Similarly, the change in topographical height cannot be ignored in

layout optimization problems. If the terrain is not considered for the onshore wind farm, the optimized

results may be subject to certain errors. Regarding the two optimization results, the power production

of the optimization results on the hill is increased by 11.56% compared with the optimized layout of

flat ground while the LPC is reduced by 9.41%. A similar layout compared with Case I is because the

reference wind farm is similar, although the terrain changes, but the overall layout framework is the

same. Therefore, the change of the WTs spacing was mainly to reduce the mutual wake effect among
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WTs. In fact, slight changes in spacing can significantly change the energy losses between them due

to wake effect, thereby changing the total power production and the cost. Some explanations for the

energy production comparison are the same as in Case I.

 

 

Figure 12. Fitness values of Case II change with iterations.

Table 4. Comparison between optimized results of flat ground and hill.

Name
7D

Layout
Optimized Layout on

Flat Ground
Optimized Sparse

Layout on Uneven Flat

Lx (m) 1248

1131.28 1786.55
881.18 901.16
874.11 1249.45
900.14 807.68
822.39 1019.60
896.53 554.73
901.37 728.13
866.05 642.26
769.07 587.63

Ly (m) 1248 700.35 700.01

Annual energy production (GWh) 4577.55 4125.94 4603.05

Annual energy production without
considering wake effect (GWh)

4865.51 4559.28 4954.02

Percentage of wake losses (%) 5.92% 9.50% 7.08%

Cable cost (MDKK) 935.60 836.37 845.26

LPC (DKK/MWh) 204.39 202.71 183.63
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 Figure 13. Layout comparison of Case II.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

The paper focuses on the optimized placement of wind turbines for three-dimensional onshore

wind farms. The optimized layout of WTs in onshore wind farms was proposed by focusing on

variations in topography and the effect of this on wind turbine interactions. Two cases, namely,

where the onshore wind farm was on a slope and on a small hill where the slope first rises then

drops are considered. The simulation results show the main influencing factors: the topography

and the wake effect for the relative placement of WTs cannot be ignored in optimization process.

The proposed optimized placement of WTs in onshore wind farms improved the LPC by 3.40% and

2.25%, respectively, in the two study cases. This proves the feasibility and applicability of the proposed

optimized placement method. The proposed method can be extended to other topographic conditions

for onshore wind farms.

Future research work may take the following approach: It would be interesting to extend the

scope of this scenario with considering active wake monitoring by yawing the turbines actively out

of the wake during operational years. The wind farm layout optimization and turbine operational

optimization can be connected. Perhaps the next step of future work can be started from it.
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